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Introduction

From the internationally bestselling author of The Island comes a dazzling new novel of family
betrayals, forbidden love, and historical turmoil.

Sonia knows nothing of Granada's shocking past, but ordering a simple cup of coffee in a quiet caf' will
lead her into the extraordinary tale of a family's fight to survive the horror of the Spanish Civil War.

Seventy years earlier, in the Ram'rez family's caf', Concha and Pablo's children relish an atmosphere of
hope. Antonio is a serious young teacher, Ignacio a flamboyant matador, and Emilio a skilled musician.
Their sister, Mercedes, is a spirited girl whose sole passion is dancing, until she meets Javier and an
obsessive love affair begins. But Spain is a country in turmoil. In the heat of civil war, everyone must

take a side and choose whether to submit, to fight, or to attempt escape.

Questions for Discussion

1. 'In the picture book of marriage, they were the perfect married couple. It was a story told for an audience.' What does this extract tell
us about Sonia and James's relationship? What changes between them as the novel progresses? Is James a villain? What tactics does he
employ to control Sonia?

2. Why are music and dance so important to the characters in The Return? What does the way a character dances say about them and
their relationships? Why is Sonia so drawn to flamenco in particular, and why does James disapprove of her dance classes so vehemently?

3. 'We need real men in this country ' Spain will never be strong while it's full of fairies.' What image of masculinity do the Ram'rez males '
and the other men in the book ' present? Is maleness portrayed as a good or bad thing? How do women exert their power?

4. Did you identify any family traits that ran through the Ram'rez generations? Does Sonia take after her father or her mother, or any of
her other relations?

5. 'For Ignacio, there was a distinction between what he regarded as being a casual informer and actually being an assassin' Why does
Ignacio make this distinction? Is it an accurate one? Where else in the novel are we invited to compare physical violence with more
subtle forms of cruelty?

6. 'The saints and martyrs with their painted on blood and theatrical stigmata had once been part of her life. Now she saw the church as
a sham, a cupboard full of redundant props'. Why does Mercedes lose her faith? How does The Return portray religion and particularly the
Catholic Church?

7. What does this book have to say about friendship? Is blood thicker than water?

8. 'The lack of truth in [Concha and Mercedes'] correspondence did not mean there was no love between them. It merely meant that
they loved each other enough to want to protect the other party'. Who else withholds information in the novel, and why? What is the
role of these secrets or non-disclosures? How do they affect the plot?

9. What did you make of Javier and Mercedes' relationship? Is it a childish infatuation, a survival tactic, a 'fathomless love', or what?

10. What does The Return have to say about politics? To what extent does it affect real life? Did you detect a political bias to this book?
If so, what is it?

11. What is the relevance of bull fighting in The Return? Does it tell us anything about Spanish culture or the Civil War more generally? Is
it relevant that Republican citizens are assassinated in Granada's bullring and that Ignacio is hunted and killed like a bull? If so, why?

12. How does the history of the Ram'rez family represent the Spanish Civil War more generally? Do you find their story a good way of
conveying the history of the Civil War? Is Victoria Hislop successful in melding fact and fiction together?

13. 'Antonio discovered that there was nothing more brutalising than to drive a bayonet into another human being and in this killing he
felt part of himself die too'. How does Antonio's perspective on killing compare to Ignacio's, and to other characters'? Were you surprised
by the novel's violence? How does Victoria Hislop treat the subject of death in her writing?

14. Whose story did you enjoy most? Did the different strands hang well together, do you think?

15. 'On his outstretched hand lay nothing more than a small mound of dirt, a pathetic sample of Spain's soil that he had brought with him
over the mountains'. What does this old man's gesture tell us about the emigrant experience? How do other characters in the book think



about exile and home?

16. If you have read The Island, what similarities and differences did you identify between the two novels? Are there any plot and
structure devices common to both? How do the two heroines, Sonia and Alexis, compare?
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